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Why Choose My VAT Direct Over Other VAT Service Providers? 
 

Client prospects often ask, ‘what makes us better than other European VAT providers?’  It’s a good 
question and one we’re happy to answer. 

1. We’re currently the only European VAT service provider open with extended weekly hours and 

Saturday service. 

2. We’re the only UK and European VAT service that provides a 100% customer satisfaction 

guarantee. 

3. Where required, we provide fiscal representation in all EU member countries for our clients. 

4. Our VAT team is UK-based, no outsourcing to call centres. 

5. Our prices are competitive and we have no hidden fees. 

6. We provide an annual or 12 month payment plan for all clientele. 

7. We are a One-Stop-Shop for European VAT service providing VAT and EORI registration, fiscal 

representation, VAT compliance and reporting. 

8. We are experts in Amazon VAT. 

9. We are experts in e-commerce sales, cross-border selling and European VAT. 

10. Our VAT experts have 10+ years of tax experience. 

As you can see, we’re well equipped to help with your VAT needs.  Rest assured in knowing your company 
is in good hands with My VAT Direct. 

My VAT Direct is a bespoke VAT registration, fiscal representation, calculation and filing service specifically 
designed to assist Amazon Sellers and e-commerce merchants who desire the benefits of cross-market 
selling without the worry of tax compliance in foreign markets. 

 

Get Started Today! 

My VAT Direct is up to date with all UK and European VAT developments and has the knowledge and 
experience to simplify the VAT compliance process, ensuring your e-commerce business is fully VAT 
compliant. 

Call us in the UK on +44 (0) 208-004-1160 or in the US on ++1 (714) 782-7000 so we can answer any of your 
VAT related questions. 

Alternatively, you can email via query@MyVATdirect.com or visit our website www.MyVATdirect.com for 
additional information. 
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